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see; and in Grey's case no provision whatever was made for keeping
what should have been the friendly press informed. At each inter-
national crisis it was the easiest thing in the world for any highly
placed London journalist to discover just what view the German or
the French government wanted to put forward; indeed these views
would constantly be pressed on him from all sorts of unexpected
quarters. But to get reliable knowledge of what the British govern-
ment thought, or wanted to be thought, was far more difficult. As a
rule it was eventually obtained, if at all, by leakage from cabinet
ministers; but as those who recognized the importance of journalism
nearly all belonged to the left in the cabinet, it was apt to come with
a strong anti-Grey bias.
If it be said that, despite this failure to keep reasonable touch in
regard to foreign policy either with their party in the country or with
M.P.S or even with the majority of their cabinet. Grey and Asquith
nevertheless brought an all but unanimous nation and Empire into
the war, the answer is that they owed their success almost entirely to
the supervening issue of Belgian neutrality. But for that they would
never have attained it.
4. British Policy and Belgian .Neutrality
Gladstone's views on this topic, as expressed in xB?o (Hansard, m,
cciii. 1787, 1788), may be summarized as follow**: («) there is no
absolute obligation on a guarantor to act 'irrespectively altogether of
the particular position in which it may find itself at the time when the
occasion for acting on the guarantee arises* (The great authorities
upon foreign policy*, he went on, *to whom I have been accustomed
to listen, such as Lord Aberdeen and Lord Palmerston, never to my
knowledge took that rigid and, if I may venture to »ay so, that im-
practicable view of the guarantee*); (b) the existence of the guarantee
is nevertheless *an important fact and a weighty elemetU in the case*;
(c} a further consideration, cthe force of which we must all feel most
deeply', is 'the common interests against the unmeasured aggrandise*
ment of any Power whatever'; (d) Belgium has set Europe a fine
example of good and stable government associated with wide liberty
and looking at a country such as that, is there any man who hears
me who does not feel, that if, in order to satisfy a greedy appetite for
aggrandisement, coming whence it may, Belgium were absorbed, the
day that witnessed that absorption would hear the knell of public
right and public law in Europe?' (*) the Gladfttonian appeal to the
concept of justice: 'We have an interest in the independence of Bel-
gium which is wider than that which we may have m the literal
operation of the guarantee. It is found in the answer to the question
whether, under all the circumstances of the case, thtft country, ? n*

